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A Tale of Two Basses
Personal story by Amanda Aubrey,
acoustic bass and electric bass guitar

PROGRAM
Unpublished Movement for Viola and Piano.................. Rebecca Clarke
(1886-1979)
Jacki Thering, viola and piano
"Cavatina from Six Morceau........................... Joachim Raff (1822-1882)
Elterine Jankowski-Biggers, cello
Sterling Biggers, piano
Allegro Spiritoso................................Jean Baptiste Senaillé (1698-1730)
Elterine Jankowski-Biggers, cello
Sterling Biggers, harpsichord
“L’Amour est un Oiseau Rebelle” from Carmen............... Georges Bizet
(1838-1875)
Carole Kincaid, piano
“It’s Only a Paper Moon” from The Great Magoo...................................
Harold Arlen (1905-1986), Yip Harburg (1896-1981)
Billy Rose (1899-1966)
Veronica Thompson, jazz clarinet
Looking Forward and Looking Back
Interview with CCO Music Director Jamin Hoffman
and Dr. James Kinchen
Appalachian Waltz............................................Mark O’Connor (1961- )
Steve Strommen, cello

Blue Tango............................................... Leroy Anderson (1908-1975)
Jacki Thering, violin
Kari Gunderson, violin
D.C. Palmer, viola
Steve Strommen, cello
The Kapellmeister’s Groove..............Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
arrangement by Veronica Thompson
Veronica Thompson, jazz bass clarinet
Dreaming......................................................Susann McDonald (1935- )
Linda Wood Rollo (1945- )
Nightingale McGovern, harp
A Love of Music
Interview with Jessica McGovern and Nightingale McGovern
Sonata No. 1 in G Minor, BWV 1001.................Johann Sebastian Bach
I. Adagio
(1685-1750)
Heather Beckman, violin
String Quartet No. 4 E minor,
op. 44, no. 2 ........................................Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)
II. Scherzo: Allegro di molto
Heather Beckman, violin
Joshelle Conley, violin
William Satterfield, viola
Jun Lee, cello

Passacaglia for Violin and Viola................ Johan Halvorsen (1864-1935)
Michael Lin, violin
Minhi Kang, viola

Through the Years: A Musical Retrospective
“Intermezzo Sinfonico” from Cavalleria Rusticana..........Pietro Mascagni
(1863-1945)
Concord Chamber Orchestra
under the direction of Jamin Hoffman
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MU—SICIANS
AMANDA AUBREY
Double Bass and Electric Guitar
Amanda is from a very musical
family and started playing bass at
the age of 11.
Her mother
played piano
and tried to
teach her,
but it didn't
really take.
Amanda has
played with the CCO since 2018,
but her 'day job' is working as a
staff attorney at a nonprofit legal
services firm, providing advocacy
for crime victims in the criminal
justice process. She loves playing
with the CCO because of the talent
and dedication of the musicians
and the ambitious programming
Jamin employs in every concert.
She considers it a great honor to
continue making music with the
enormously talented musicians of
the CCO.

HEATHER BECKMAN
Violin
Born with
Scottish roots,
Heather
began playing
fiddle tunes
throughout
Chicagoland

and Canada. She continued
violin with Jacqueline BartschFisher and Betty Haag-Kuhnke
through the Magical Strings of
Youth. Heather studied violin with
Andrew Williams at Carthage
College, where she was invited to
perform with the Menomonee Falls
Symphony and Concord Chamber
Orchestra, in addition to the
Carthage Philharmonic.
Currently, Heather studies violin
with Charles Castleman, as a
Henry Mancini Fellow at the Frost
School of Music in Miami. She
looks forward to teaching and
sharing chamber music with youth
in underrepresented communities
in years to come. In her free time,
Heather enjoys reading, brewing
kombucha, or running on the many
trails the Midwest has to offer.
Heather was the winner of the
Concord Chamber Orchestra’s
2020 Walter A. and Dorothy J.
Oestreich Concerto Competition
with her masterful interpretation
of Barber’s Violin Concerto. She
is also a founding member of the
Solideo String Quartet.

KARI GUNDERSON

STERLING BIGGERS

Violin
Kari is a violinist and violist who
played professionally in Ohio and

Piano and Harpsichord
Sterling has been a 5th grade
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teacher for 17 years (three of those
years teaching science to grades
5-8). In 2013,
he semi-retired
and took on a
part-time job
teaching art
to elementary
students. Prior
to teaching,
Sterling worked as a welder, a
draftsman, a circuit board layout
man, and an organ builder/tuner.
Sterling and Elterine have been
married for 36 years. During
that time, they worked with their
church choir (Elterine conducting
and Sterling accompanying). They
also worked together on multiple
school concerts and musicals.
Sterling looks forward to the day
when it’s safe to return to Mother
of Good Counsel to accompany
the “Praise Choir Kids” and play
for the school’s winter and spring
concerts. For now, he and Elterine
work on virtual music projects for
family, friends, and organizations.
They share their home with
Ramsey, their long-coated German
shepherd. Sterling enjoys reading,
walking, cooking, camping, and
making music with Elterine and the
wonderful students at Mother of
Good Counsel.
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taught at
Ohio State
University.
In Milwaukee, she
plays with
her students
and musicians at the downtown Unitarian
church and tries the patience of
Jacki, DC, and Steve, admiring their
devotion and DC's wit.

JAMIN HOFFMAN
Conductor
Jamin has had an extensive career
as a conductor, serving for 13
years as the
Assistant
and then
Resident
Conductor
for the
Milwaukee
Ballet, as
Conductor of UW-Milwaukee’s
University Community Orchestra,
and as Orchestra Director at
Nicolet High School. He was
appointed the Conductor of the
Concord Chamber Orchestra in
August of 2004.
As a French horn player, Jamin
performed regularly with the
Waukesha Symphony and the CCO.
Even before taking his position at
Nicolet High School, he was active
as an educator—giving in-school
performances, presentations,
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lectures, and demonstrations
throughout southeast Wisconsin.
Jamin is an editor and published
arranger of educational music for
Hal Leonard Music Publishing, with
over fifty published arrangements.
A native of Mobile, AL, Jamin
received his undergraduate degree
from the University of Southern
Mississippi, where he studied
conducting with Dr. Joe Barry Mullins, horn with Dennis Behm, and
composition with Luigi Zaninelli. He
received his Master’s degree from
UW-Milwaukee, where he studied
conducting with Margery Deutsch,
horn with Barry Benjamin, and
composition with John Downey.
Currently Jamin lives in Glendale
with his wife, Sandra. In addition
to his musical activities, he enjoys
spending time with his wife and his
daughter Mara, cooking, reading
mysteries, and spoiling his pets.

ELTERINE
JANKOWSKI-BIGGERS
Cello

When she turned 50, Elterine
gave herself cello lessons for her
birthday.
Learning to
play cello
began a musical
journey she
had dreamed of
since childhood.
She is still

working on it! Elterine is a retired
vocal/general music K3 through
8th teacher from Milwaukee Public
Schools and Mother of Good
Counsel School. She also directed
the St. Therese Parish Adult Choir
in Milwaukee for over 30 years.
She currently serves as a solo and
ensemble adjudicator in voice and
strings for the Wisconsin School
Musicians Association. Both Elterine
and Sterling are members of the
Milwaukee Mandolin Orchestra.
Elterine loves reading, camping,
yoga, photography, hiking, and
playing music. She is currently
studying Japanese and Polish, just to
keep challenged. She has played in
the orchestra 5 years.

chamber ensembles. She graduated
from Johns Hopkins University
with a BS in Molecular and Cellular
Biology and with a Homewood Arts
Certificate for viola performance.
During high school, she studied
with Beth Rees.

CAROLE KINCAID
Violin and Piano
Carole has been a violinist with the
Concord Chamber Orchestra for
many years.
She has also
accompanied
violinist David
Nelson on
piano for the
past three years

for the CCO's January ensemble
concerts. She is an artist teacher
for “Piano Arts” at the Wisconsin
Conservatory of Music. Carole has
taught the Music Explorers Program
in French at Milwaukee Public
Schools French Immersion School
to 3rd grade students for the past
six years. She performs on the
piano for this concert as a soloist.

DR. JAMES KINCHEN, JR.
Conductor
James is Professor of Music and
Director of Choral Activities
at UW-Parkside, where he has
served on the faculty since 1989.
He has also taught music and
directed choral groups at Stanton

MINHI KANG
Viola
Minhi is a medical student at the
Medical College of Wisconsin and
has been
performing
in the CCO
sporadically
for the
past four
years. In her
hometown
of New Berlin, she started studying
viola at age 10 and has since played
in the Milwaukee Youth Symphony
Orchestra, the WSMA High
School State Honors Orchestra,
the NAFME All-National Honors
Symphony Orchestra, the Hopkins
Symphony Orchestra, and various
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High School, Jacksonville; Florida
Community College at Jacksonville;
Southern Illinois
University;
Southeastern
Illinois College;
Hampton
University;
and WinstonSalem State
University. His degrees are
from Jacksonville University,
Southern Illinois University, and
the University of North Carolina
Greensboro.
In frequent demand as a guest
conductor, adjudicator, and
clinician, James' professional
travels have taken him to Canada,
Germany, Sweden, Austria, Poland,
the Czech Republic, Italy, India,
and Cuba. He has conducted in
Carnegie Hall in 1999, 2004, and
2006, and in Avery Fisher Hall at
the Lincoln Center in 2010. He
received UW-Parkside’s prestigious
Stella Gray Teaching Excellence
Award twice.
James is an affiliate of the Center
for Black Music Research. He
has served the American Choral
Directors Association in several
leadership capacities at state,
regional, and national levels.
He is also Music Director of the
Milwaukee Choristers, a large,
self-sustaining community chorus

since 1993, and serves on the music
staff of Saint Paul Baptist Church in
Racine.

MICHAEL LIN
Violin
Michael is currently a software
engineer at YipitData, a fintech
startup in
New York.
Previously,
he was a
consultant at
Bates White
Economic
Consulting
in Washington, D.C. A native
of Wisconsin, Michael started
violin at the age of 10 and has
since played with the Milwaukee
Youth Symphony Orchestra, the
WSMA High School State Honors
Orchestra, the Duke Symphony
Orchestra in North Carolina,
the Capital City Symphony in
Washington, D.C., and the
Greenwich Village Orchestra in
New York. He graduated from
Duke University with a bachelor
of science in mathematics and
statistical sciences, as well as a
minor in computer science. Over
the years, Michael has studied violin
with Daniel Henry, Jim Schultz,
Beth Rees, Yuri Anisimov, and Eric
Pritchard. This virtual chamber
music concert will be his first
performance with the CCO.
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THE MCGOVERN FAMILY
Nightingale McGovern is a third
grade student
and has been
playing the harp
for a little over
two years. She
currently takes
lessons from
the CCO’s
harpist Lauren Finn. In addition
to the harp, Nightingale also has
an interest in the flute and hopes
to possibly start playing the cello
next year in her school’s orchestra
program.
Nightingale regularly attends
Concord Chamber Orchestra
performances and enjoys watching
both her teacher and her mother,
Jessica McGovern, perform with the
ensemble.

D.C. PALMER
Viola
Hailing from Toledo, OH,
D.C. Palmer took up the violin
in 4th grade,
switching to
viola in 9th
grade. He
graduated from
college in 1977,
and had many
wonderful
teachers, most notably Mrs. Lorene
Gunderson in the Toledo Public
Schools and Dr. Bernard Linden
at Bowling Green (Ohio) State

University. D. C. met his wife,
Katie Brooks, playing “Porgy and
Bess” in the pit orchestra touring
with the New York Harlem Opera
Ensemble in 1981. They were
married in 1983 and have lived in
the Milwaukee area ever since. D.C.
has played viola in The Concord
Chamber Orchestra for about 25
years.

SOLIDEO QUARTET
The Solideo Quartet is a promising
string quartet eager to explore
music
that has
withstood
time past
and present.
Heather
Beckman
(violin),
Joshelle Conley (violin), William
Satterfield (viola), and Jun Lee
(cello) each comes from a different
part of the country, and the quartet
seeks to share chamber music
that can bring people from diverse
communities together into unity.
Members of the Quartet hold
leading positions at The Peabody
Conservatory, Indiana University,
Arizona State University, and the
Frost School of Music. They have
been soloists with the Granada
Symphony, Rocky Ridge Young
Artist Orchestra, and the Concord
Chamber Orchestra, in addition
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to performances with members of
the Santa Barbara and Milwaukee
Symphony Orchestras. The artists
have performed in masterclasses
with the St. Lawrence String
Quartet, the Ying Quartet, the
Brooklyn Ryder Quartet, the Dover
Quartet, the Pro Arte Quartet, and
the Ariel String Quartet.
Established in 2019, the quartet
has worked closely with Charles
Castleman, Shmuel Ashkenasi, David
Ehrlich, Yehuda Hanani, and Csaba
Erdélyi. Within their first year, they
were invited to be the Emerging
String Quartet in Residence for
Community Engagement at the
Music in the Vineyards Festival in
Napa Valley. They look forward
to delving deeper into both new
and traditional string quartet
works and supporting the works
of contemporary composers
by bringing music to diverse
communities.

STEVE STROMMEN
Cello
Steve is a retired actuary who
joined the Concord Chamber
Orchestra in
1984 and has
been a member
continuously
since then.
He started
playing the

cello at age nine and briefly
studied music at the University
of Wisconsin before deciding
to pursue an actuarial career. A
lifelong Wisconsin resident, Steve
spent his early career in Appleton
where he played with the Fox
Valley Symphony and other groups
from Oshkosh to Green Bay. His
cello has a distinctive bear’s head in
place of a scroll; he commissioned it
from luthier Jay Huiras of Grafton.
Steve's wife, Joanne, is also a
musician although now disabled
with MS. He’s spending a lot of time
in retirement trying to improve his
keyboard skills, and his home is a
bit crowded with not only a piano
but also a harpsichord and his latest
toy—a studio organ!

VERONICA THOMPSON
Jazz Clarinet & Jazz Bass Clarinet
Veronica Thompson is a retired
MPS educator who has worked as
a library media
specialist and
middle years
coordinator
at Rufus King
International
School. She
is an active
performer on clarinet and bass
clarinet and has studied with
William Helmers, Diana Haskell,
and Benjamin Adler.
She received a Bf.A in instrumental
education in 1989 from UW-

Milwaukee. She studied music
theory, ear training, counterpoint
and arranging from Jon Welstead,
Gregoria Suchy, Yehuda Yannay
and John Downey.
Veronica has played in local
orchestras and bands including
the Wisconsin Wind Orchestra,
Washington Island Chamber Music
Festival, Sheboygan Orchestra,
Cardinal Stritch Community
Orchestra and, on occasion, the
Milwaukee Police Band. She has
played in the CCO for three years,
is a Board Member, and organized
this chamber music concert for the
very first time this year.

JACKI THERING
Violin and Piano
Jacki teaches 5th and
6th grade beginning orchestra at
Elmwood
and
Orchard
Lane Elementary
Schools in
New Berlin.
She is the
concertmaster of the Concord
Chamber Orchestra and has played
with the orchestra since 2012.
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COMPOSERS
Rebecca Clarke (1886-1979) had a musical life that
was notable and bittersweet. Notable for the reason
that she excelled among her peers at both composition
and viola performance, and bittersweet because she
labored with mixed success against the obstacles placed
in her path as a woman in the professional music world
during the early to mid-century.
Born in England to a German mother and an American
father, Clarke's budding musical inclinations resulted in
her serious studies on the violin at the Royal Academy of Music in 1903. A
scant two years later, her father withdrew her from the school when she
attracted the romantic attentions of her music harmony teacher (Percy
Hilder Miles) who proposed marriage. Miles would later leave Clarke
a Stradivarius violin in his will, which she sold in order to fund a music
program.

She persisted in her studies when she began composition courses at the
Royal Conservatory of Music as Charles Villiard Stanford's first female
student. Her contemporaries included Ralph Vaughn Williams, Arnold Bax,
and William Butterfield. Clarke was unable to complete her studies once
again, not due to romance, but because her father—who possessed an
unpredictable and mercurial temperament—abruptly exiled her from the
family's home, cutting her off from all financial support in response to her
criticism of his extra-marital dalliances.
Now forced to fend for herself, Clarke forged a path as an active
performing artist and one of the first women in a professional ensemble,
playing viola in the Queen's Hall Orchestra (1912.) The doors of success
appeared to swing wide open for her when she began a residency in the
United States, which included international concert tours and recording
and radio broadcasts of her performances. It was during this time that
she made a name for herself with her Viola Sonata (1919) and Piano Trio
(1921); both compositions achieving runner-up status in the Berkshire
(MA) Festival of Chamber Music. Later, Clarke would recount the unusual
circumstances surrounding her Viola Sonata’s place in the competition.
“My viola sonata was written almost 60 years ago—58, to be exact.
The first sketches were made during the winter of 1918-1919 while
I was in Honolulu, playing in a series of chamber concerts. The
viola was my instrument … and when I heard that a thousand-dollar
prize for a viola sonata was being offered by Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge I thought I would try my hand at one.
The work was completed in Detroit during the spring and summer
of 1919, while I was on a visit to a brother of mine. From there
it was mailed, under a pseudonym, to Pittsfield, Massachusetts,
where the Coolidge Festivals were held in those days.
The competition was an international one, and I heard later that
some 73 compositions were sent in from various parts of the
world. These were boiled down to ten, and ultimately to two. At
the finals a jury of six distinguished musicians divided their votes
equally between these two works. (One, they were reported
to have said, was the work of a philosopher; the other, that of a
poet.) A second round of votes followed but the result remained
obstinately the same. Finally, Mrs. Coolidge herself was called on
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Clarke more permanently joined her brothers in the U.S. at the beginning
of World War II. Circumstances forced her to set aside her music in order
to make a living as a nanny. A spark of creativity during this time resulted
in her Prelude, Allegro and Pastorale for Clarinet and Viola being selected for
inclusion in the International Society for Contemporary Music Conference.

to give the casting vote. ‘I voted for the one that seemed to me
to be the finer of the two,’ she told me that evening at a friend’s
house where I was staying in Pittsfield. After her decision, the
sealed envelope containing the composer’s name was opened, and
it proved to be that of Ernest Bloch. The work was his Suite for Viola
and Piano.

In 1944, she married James Friskin, a member of the piano faculty at
Juilliard. She continued to compose until 1954 (around the time of her
90th birthday.) Rebecca Clarke's Viola Sonata celebrated its centennial last
year with concerts and many other tributes to her immense talent.

According to the rules of the contest, only the envelope of the
winner was supposed to be opened. But the jury, claiming that
as there had been a tie the name of the composer of the runnerup should also be disclosed, asked to have the second envelope
opened. ‘And,’ said Mrs. Coolidge, for the first time looking
straight at me, ‘You should have seen their faces when they saw it
was by a woman!’

Unpublished Movement for Viola and Piano was composed during
her residency and touring activities in Hawaii in 1917-1918 when she
produced what are termed “sketches.” Over half of her compositions
are unpublished. Of the recently-played works, one critic noted, “…it
seems astonishing that such splendidly written and deeply moving music
should have lain in obscurity all these years.” Her early works were
strongly influenced by Impressionism with thick harmonies, complex
rhythmic textures, complex musical ideas and ambiguous tonalities. Her
later compositions employed elements characteristic of the neoclassical
style where one can hear stylistic components such as clear, strong
counterpoint, and emphasis on motif.

Nowadays there are so many fine composers who are women that it
is hard to realize that, in those far-off times, women composers were
very few. For that reason, my sonata, played at the 1919 Festival
by Louis Bailly and Harold Bauer, received a good deal of publicity.
It was far more of an honor for me to have tied with Bloch than if I
had won the prize. Indeed, my admiration for Bloch’s work was such
that I would have been really upset if the prize had gone to me.

This period may be considered a fertile soil from which the later Viola
Sonata bore fruit. Unpublished Movement was finally published in 2002.

An amusing sidelight, underlining the status of women composers
at that time, was that certain reports reached me averring that I
had not written my own work, or that it had been helped by other
composers, among whom, ironically, Bloch himself was named. I
even once received a press clipping stating that Rebecca Clarke was
a pseudonym for someone else—in other words that I did not exist.
So I take this opportunity to emphasize that I do indeed exist; that I
can even lay claim to dual nationality because, though I was
born and brought up in England, my father was an American, thus
automatically giving me American citizenship; and finally, that my
Viola Sonata is my own unaided work!”

*****

Following upon this remarkable recognition of her compositional skill, she
soon received a commission to compose her Rhapsody for Cello. Despite
the prolific nature of her activities, her compositions decreased notably
thereafter most likely due to her gender. Most of her compositions
remained unpublished during her lifetime.
Concord Chamber Orchestra
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Joachim Raff (1822-1882) was born in Lachen, near
Lake Zurich in Switzerland. As a young child, he
received a basic education from his father, who later
sent him to study at the Rottenberg Gymnasium in
his native Germany to learn more extensively. Raff
was forced to return to Switzerland when the family’s
financial situation worsened. While home, he showed
a natural talent in music, learning to play violin, organ
and piano; all largely self-taught.
An interesting pattern emerged during the next chapters of his life, in
which his predilection for trouble led him to unfortunate circumstances
only to be rescued by notable friends.
Concord Chamber Orchestra
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Through an acquaintance, some of Raff’s piano pieces came into the
hands of Mendelssohn, who was impressed enough to give Raff a good
recommendation to his music publisher, Breikofp & Hartel, resulting in
publication. The pieces received positive reviews, encouraging Raff to leave
a teaching position in order to work at composing full-time. It was not
long before he was forced to declare bankruptcy though, thus fulfilling his
father’s rather cryptic prophecy regarding the fortunes of a composer.
Those fortunes turned, however, when Raff discovered that his idol, Franz
Liszt was to perform in Basle. But because Raff hadn’t money to pay for
his transportation, he walked the 80 kilometers in a pouring rain, arriving
just as the concert was about to begin. The poor fellow then was told that
all tickets had been sold. Soaking wet and ticketless, Raff stood outside
the venue in a most dejected manner when … Liszt’s personal secretary
noticed him and told his employer about the unfortunate man with a
hangdog look hanging about the theater box office. Liszt, taking pity,
insisted Raff be his personal guest and be seated on the stage. Raff sat in
utter delight during the concert while a puddle grew under his chair.
Liszt took to Raff and brought him along on the remainder of his tour.
After which, a position selling pianos and piano music was secured for him
in Cologne, Germany. While there, Raff embarked on a sideline as a music
critic, made some rather unfortunate comments, and became involved in
the resulting controversy necessitating a departure from the city. Raff then
put down roots in Stuttgart, where he was once again drawn into conflict—
this time in the “disturbances of 1848” forcing him to depart in secrecy.
Liszt found Raff yet another position, this time in Hamburg, arranging
compositions for a music publisher. It was during this time that Raff
composed many piano pieces and vocal works.
When Liszt settled in Weimar as Kapellmeister, he found Raff another
position as musical secretary and assistant. Opportunities notwithstanding,
Raff’s money-managing skills resulted in a prison stay for old unpaid debts
which had followed him from Switzerland. Tellingly, Raff considered his
lodgings with the corrections authorities more commodious than his own
abode. Liszt’s heart was unmoved this time by Raff’s circumstances. After
time passed, the authorities—perhaps realizing that Raff’s debts would go
unpaid indefinitely—released him to his own recognizance. Raff returned to
Liszt as copyist and orchestrator, assisting Liszt with his symphonic poems.
Concord Chamber Orchestra
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Raff could not resist the temptation to declare that he had done much
more than just orchestrate some of Liszt’s compositions, causing uproar in
musical circles, this time, though, only after both men had died.
Raff met and married Doris Genast in 1853. Her managerial skills had
an overall beneficial effect upon his financial well-being but not enough
emotional benefit to prevent him from clashing with the Princess Carolyne
Wittgenstein, who was Liszt’s mistress. Raff subsequently relocated
to Wiesbaden to teach piano. Under his improved circumstances, he
composed his Symphony #1 which won the first prize for composition
in the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna. After this, musical
compositions seemed to pour from his pen, many becoming great favorites
in the concert hall as well as in the salon.
In his lifetime, Raff composed eleven symphonies, five concerti, six operas,
eight string quartets, over 100 works for piano, and many chamber and
vocal pieces. The crowning achievement of his career culminated in his
receiving six decorations and a ten-year appointment as the first director
of the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt. Raff’s last bit of misfortune
occurred in 1882, when he succumbed to a fatal heart attack. This was
further worsened for his family as he had failed to make provision for them
in the event of his passing, thinking that royalties from his work would
provide the necessary income well into the future. In the end, Joachim Raff
played his part in a remarkably consistent fashion. The rescue is unknown.

Thank you to the following organizations that support the
Concord Chamber Orchestra through their generous grants:

The d minor Cavatina is simplicity itself. At 72 measures in length,
there is hardly time or space for much more than a statement of
a melody, its slight but clear development along with a modified
recapitulation. Within this restricted venue, Singer [the arranger]
takes Raff’s very straightforward composition and adds to it the
barest minimum of orchestral substance and color. The result, in
this case, is a virtual concerto movement.
The piece, as performed by our artists, is the Amsco Music Publications
transcription for cello and piano.
*****
Not much is written about the life of Jean Baptiste Senaillé (1698-1730)
but his credentials, which are known, are impeccable for the time. His
father, also a musician, was a member of the esteemed Les Vingt-quartre
Violons du Roi. Senaillé studied with Jean-Baptiste Anet, Giovanni Piani,
and Tomaso Antonio Vitali in Italy. He was influenced by the Italian style
and brought it back to the French court. Senaillé composed approximately
50 violin sonatas. A fast movement from one of these sonatas has proven
to be enduringly popular and has been transcribed for many instruments
including cello, bassoon, alto clarinet and euphonium.
*****
Georges Bizet (1838-1875) adapted his famous
aria from the opera Carmen from the habanera, “El
Arreglito ou la Promesse de Mariage” by the Spanish
musician, Sebastian Iradier. Whereas the French
libretto from Carmen was written by Henri Meilhac
and Ludovic Halévy, Bizet composed the lyrics to this
particular aria. It is said that Bizet “… borrowed the
melody from a song by Iradier but developed it ‘with
his inimitable harmonic style and haunting habanera
rhythm.’” Our soloist performs a version of the piece
for solo piano.

The CCO is supported in part by a grant from the Wisconsin Arts Board with funds
from the State of Wisconsin and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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While Raff enjoyed considerable recognition during his lifetime, his
compositions faded from public performance rather quickly. One piece,
his "Cavatina" from Six Morceau for Violin and Orchestra has endured
the test of time. The piece is the third in a set of six (Op. 85, 1859). As
described by The Essential Raff Reference:
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*****
Harold Arlen (1905-1986) was born Hyman Arluck in
Buffalo, NY. He worked in vaudeville, changing his name
to Harold Arlen. He wrote over 500 songs, some for
popular bands and for films including The Wizard of Oz. He
is considered a notable contributor to the “Great American
Songbook.”
Yip Harburg (1896-1981) was born Isidore Hochberg
in New York City. He went to high school with George
Gershwin and they became life-long friends. He was
blacklisted for 12 years for refusing to name members of the
Communist Party during the Red Scare.
Billy Rose (1899-1966) was born William Samuel Rosenberg
in New York City. As an award-winning stenographer, Rose
began his career working for the War Industries Board during
World War I. He later collaborated with other creative
talents to write the lyrics for many popular songs. He became
a Broadway producer and nightclub owner and was inducted
into the Songwriter’s Hall of Fame in 1970.
“It’s Only a Paper Moon” was originally written for the Broadway play,
The Great Magoo. It later appeared in the 1933 movie, Take a Chance.
Bandleader Paul Whiteman recorded a hit version in the same year. The
song experienced a revival during World War II and had hit recordings
later by Nat King Cole, Ella Fitzgerald, and Benny Goodman. It also made
an appearance in the 1973 film of the same name.
Our soloist’s rendition of the song is an improvisation using a “lead sheet.”
A lead sheet provides the melody, song structure, and chord changes as
a basis for creative composition. The job of the musician is to creatively
depart from the original melody while remaining faithful to the structure
and chord changes. Experienced jazz players can create melodies and
variations on the spot because they can “hear” a melody in their head and
know exactly what notes to play on their instruments.
*****
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Mark O’Connor (1961- ) was born in Seattle, WA.
According to his website, he began his creative
journey, “… at the feet of American fiddling legend
Benny Thomasson and French jazz icon Stéphane
Grappelli.” These two influences have come together
in his American School of String Playing.
O'Connor won national titles on fiddle, guitar, and
mandolin while still a teenager, winning the WSM
(AM) TN and Grand Ole Opry Grand Masters Fiddle
Championships at the age of 13. He was the youngest musician ever to
sign a contract with Rounder Records and performed with the David
Grisman Quintet and The Dregs musical groups.

Appalachian Waltz, written in 1996, appears on the album of the same
name for instrumental trio and is performed by string greats Yo Yo Ma
(cello) and Edgar Meyer (bass) along with the composer. The piece is
described as: “… a new kind of classical music tinged with and influenced
by the sounds and structures of America’s own musical traditions. It is
possible that the titles of these albums imply a continuity of the American
classical tradition begun by Aaron Copland in Appalachian Spring.”
*****

O’Connor has three Grammys to his credit and seven CMA awards. His
compositions, Appalachian Waltz and Appalachian Journey have given
him international recognition. His Fiddle Concerto has become the most
performed concerto in 50 years. He has a touring group with his wife, son,
and daughter-in-law. Additionally, he has created a series of educational
method books for stringed instruments that teach his American School
style of string playing.
O’Connor has written eleven pieces for full orchestra, six for string
orchestra, three for string quartet, four for piano trio, ten for string trio,
eighteen for varied duo, five for solo string Instruments, three for jazz
ensemble, over 25 for miscellaneous instrumentals, two vocal pieces, and
numerous arrangements for both instruments and voice. His music reflects
influences from many musical genres, resulting in a truly American style.

Johan Halvorsen (1864-1935) was born in Drammen,
Norway and received his early music education in
Kristiania (Oslo) and in Stockholm, Sweden. He
showed great promise at the violin at an early age. His
prodigious talents eventually earned him the position
as concertmaster in Bergin and Aberdeen, continuing
his career in the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra. He
later became a professor of music in Helsinki and
continued his studies in St. Petersburg, Leipzig, Berlin,
and Liège.
In 1893, Halvorsen was once again in Norway, where he conducted the
orchestra at the national Scene in Bergen and the Bergin Philharmonic
Orchestra. He continued his conducting career at the National Theatre
in Kristiania until his retirement in 1929. It was then that he turned his
energies full-time to composition, penning incidental music for over 30
plays, as well as three symphonies and two Norwegian rhapsodies. He
received the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav and the Danish Order
of the Dannebrog. His musical style fully embraced the national romantic
tradition led by Edvard Grieg (whose niece he married). Halvorsen's
innovative orchestration gave him a distinctive style. His catalog includes
works for operetta, orchestra, concert band, chamber music and voice.
Halvorsen’s Passacaglia for Violin and Viola is based on the last
movement of Georg Friderich Handel’s Harpsichord Suite in G Minor.
The piece contains twelve variations which are considered technically
challenging for both instruments, highlighting varied techniques, tempos,
colors, and styles with ample opportunity for both players to showcase
virtuosic technique including bowing strokes such as pizzicato, ponticello,
spicatto and legato.

Concord-Affiliated Ensemble
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Visit the West Vliet Shopping District in person or online at meetonvliet.com

Leroy Anderson (1908-1975) was born in Cambridge
MA. Both of his parents were Swedish immigrants
and both played musical instruments; his father
playing mandolin and his mother playing guitar and
organ. Anderson began piano lessons at the age of
five, “As soon as his feet could reach the pedals.”
It wasn’t long before his affinity for the instrument
necessitated lessons with a faculty member of the New
England Conservatory of Music. When he was twelve,
Anderson composed a small piece for string quartet.
The effort earned him a year-long scholarship to study music harmony.

5402 W. Vliet Street
Milwaukee, WI 53208
Store hours
Mon-Fri- 9:00-5:30
Sat- 8:00-4:00
Phone: 414.257.0434
www.urban-sense.com

*****

A Tiny Little Bistro on
58th & W. Vliet Streets

Anderson attended Harvard, taking part in the glee club, the mandolin
club, the marching band and the orchestra. An exceptional scholar, he
graduated Harvard in 1929, earning a B.A. magna cum laude. He was
inducted into Phi Beta Kappa and earned a M.A. in music just the following
year. His composition teachers included Walter Piston and Georges
Enesco, Henry Gideon for organ, and Gaston Durfresne of the Boston
Symphony for the double bass.

Serving local beers, wine,
and house-made snacks
charlesfromage.com

A gifted linguist, Anderson mastered Swedish, Danish, Norwegian,
Icelandic, and Old Norse. He later added German, French, Italian, and
Portuguese to his abilities. He used these valuable skills while serving his
country during World War II as a translator and interpreter in the U.S.
Army Counter Intelligence Corp.
Anderson married Eleanor Jane Firke in 1942, while still serving in the
military. After completing his Army commitment in 1946, he turned to
music composition on a full-time basis. His musical journey led him through
radio, television, recording, and guest conducting opportunities

5704 W. Vliet St., Milwaukee

It was during his student days at Harvard, that Anderson's pieces gained
the attention of Arthur Fielder of the Boston Pops Orchestra, beginning
a wonderful collaborative effort that spanned many years. His very first
piece, Jazz Pizzicato (1938) was too brief to be recorded on the 78 rpm
disks of the time, so Fiedler suggested he compose a companion piece.
Jazz Legato was added to complete the project.

Open Wednesdays 3:30-8 pm
and Saturdays 9:30 am-5 pm
Concord Chamber Orchestra
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Anderson's musical style is described as “light orchestral music with
memorable, optimistic melodies and often unusual percussion effects."
For example, he used a typewriter as a percussion instrument in his piece,
The Typewriter and sandpaper to evoke the sound of soft-shoe dancers
in the Sandpaper Ballet. His most famous pieces are Sleigh Ride and The
Syncopated Clock. He has received a great many honors and has a star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
Blue Tango was composed for orchestra in 1951. It was recorded on both
45 and long-play formats. The composer recalled,
It’s very interesting that it (Blue Tango) was released in the fall (of
1951) and then the Christmas season came along and it dropped
down, because of all the Christmas material. Then it started up in
January, and by February I was stationed at the time at Fort Bragg
and I get a telegram from Decca Records saying that, by the signs
from what they knew, it was now headed up and would probably
soon reach the top. It then kept going up and up and finally got
up to number 2, where it held and of course the whole thing was
completely unbelievable to me because the kind of music I write
was not popular music. It was concert music, rather than a pop
song, and week after week went up and I just kept waiting to see if
it would hit number one. It not only did but it held it, then it held
number one and for 15 weeks it was on “The Hit Parade.”

Groove played not on the cello but on the bass clarinet; an instrument
which has emerged as a natural jazz voice.
*****
Susann McDonald (1935- ) was born in Rock
Island, IL. At the age of 15, she was accepted by the
Conservatoire de Paris as a harp student, where her
teachers were Henriette Renié and Lily Laskine. In
1955, she was the first American to win the Premiere
Prix de Harpe. She then was awarded second place in
the International Harp Competition in Israel.
McDonald has toured widely and performed on radio
and television broadcasts. In addition to a successful
performing career, she has served on the harp faculties of the University of
Arizona, University of Southern California, California State College at Los
Angeles, the Juilliard School, and then as chairman of the harp department
at Indiana University-Bloomington in the Jacobs School of Music.
She is the artistic director of the World Harp Congress, the honorary
president of the Association Internationale des Harpistes, and the founder
and music director of the USA International Harp Competition. McDonald
received the World Harp Congress Award of Recognition for Service to the
International Harp Community at the Tenth World Harp Congress in 2008.

Anderson’s piece adds an apt note of optimism to the concert program.

The use of a strong bass line, tritones, and suspended notes creates the
tension and emotion heard also in a very contemporary American musical
genre, jazz. In re-imagining the prelude using a modern ear, our soloist has
transformed the meter and the tempo to a more relaxed and optimistic
strolling feel. Thus the metamorphosis from “Prelude” to Kapellmeister’s

Linda Wood Rollo (1945- ) is a well-known teacher,
composer and arranger of harp music. She holds
a Bachelor of Music degree from the University of
Redlands and a Master of Music degree from the
University of Southern California. She has taught on
the harp faculties of Indiana University, The Ursuline
School of Music and Drama, San Francisco State
University, Dominican College, and San Domenico
School for Girls. She toured under the auspices of
Columbia Artists both with orchestra and as a soloist
for many years and served as Artist in Residence at the University of
Surrey, England. Her honors and awards include the World Harp Congress
Award of Recognition, the Distinguished Alumni Award (University of
Redlands) and the Adolf Kodolfsky Performance Grant (USC).
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*****
The Kappelmesiter’s Groove is a jazz arrangement of Cello Suite No. 2 in
D minor, BWV 1008, which Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) wrote
while he was Kapellmeister at Kothen. The original piece is part of a set of
six suites and is described as “… serious, sad, tragic and evoking both loss
and strength.”
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Dreaming for harp solo is a piece within the Harp Olympics, Stage 1
Method book. The studies provide students with a foundation in notereading and rhythm. The goal is “… to have the student enjoy the harp
while developing good form and suppleness.”
*****
Johan Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) was born
in Eisenach, Thuringia, Ernestine Saxon Duchies
(Germany) to an already musical family. He was
the youngest son of Johann Ambrosius Bach and
Elisabeth Lämmerhirt. Johann no doubt learned
some violin from his father, who was a string player
employed by the ducal court. With the untimely death
of his parents, he was raised by his oldest brother,
Christoph who increased Johann’s musical education
with keyboard training. Due to his studies and some
travel during this period of his youth, he was already a skilled organist.
As fortune would have it, a new organ was being built at Neue Kirche in
Arnstadt, which he helped to test, and he was appointed organist at the
age of 18. During this time, Bach immersed himself in the playing and
compositions of Dietrich Buxtehude, his absence from Arnstadt causing
him some difficulty with his patrons. A street scuffle with a bassoonist
presaged his departure to Mühlhausen where he obtained a post in 1707.
It was there he married Maria Barbara Bach, his cousin. During this period,
it is believed that he composed the Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, Prelude
and Fugue in D Major and the Passacaglia in C Minor.

The death of Bach’s wife and his subsequent remarriage to Anna
Magdalena seems to have given him sufficient impetus to acquire the
position of director of church music for the city of Leipzig. Here Bach
produced an amazing 62 cantatas and his magnificent St. John Passion.
Bach did not neglect instrumental writing during his time in Leipzig,
producing one of the first concerti for keyboard instrument and orchestra
as well as his remarkable Goldberg Variations. It was during this time that
Bach fell ill and was unable to complete his “Art of the Fugue.” Although
not much is documented about the nature if his illness, he subjected himself
to the unskilled attentions of John Taylor, who performed two failed eye
operations on him. Bach died on July 28, 1750 at Leipzig.
Sonata No. 1 in G minor, BWV 1001, I. Adagio is a part of a set of
six pieces. The movements are set in dance form and were completed
in 1720 but remained unpublished until 1802. The first of this beautiful
set was mostly ignored until celebrated violinist Joseph Joachim started
to showcase it in his performances. The masterful nature of this piece
established it as an archtype for solo violin music. The structure is
considered traditional in nature, including an allemande, a courante,

Feeling dissatisfied with local musical life as well as the level of his salary,
Bach secured a position in Weimar first as court organist and then as
concertmaster where he was obligated to compose a cantata each month.
During this time, the Italian opera influenced his musical style profoundly
and pieces such as The Little Organ Book and most of the organ preludes
and fugues were composed. After Bach submitted a request for release
from his new Patron Duke Wilhelm, it would appear that there were
some hard feelings as Bach was imprisoned for a measure of time before
taking up a position in Köthen. Bach concentrated on the composition of
chamber and orchestral music at this time, offering the musical world his
Brandenburg Concertos, his sonatas for violin and clavier, and pieces for
viola da gamba and unaccompanied cello as well as his Well-Tempered
Clavier.
Concord Chamber Orchestra
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sarabande, and a gigue in the Baroque Style. The Adagio movement
achieves a bittersweet tone through use of the VI chord and chromatic
layering. Toward the middle of the piece, Bach builds tension by alternating
between unexpected key changes, venturing to A-flat major before
migrating to the original home key of G-minor.
*****
Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847) was born in
Leipzig into a wealthy Jewish family with strong ties
to the prominent academics and artists of the day.
He studied violin at an early age and soon began
lessons at composition with Carl Zelter, producing a
good number of pieces including six symphonies for
chamber orchestra, a comic opera and a singspiel
(German light opera.) In the years of 1821-1824, the
teenaged composer produced nearly 100 pieces. It was
during his travels that he composed his popular Scottish
and Italian symphonies, among other works.
Mendelssohn did not confine his activities to composition alone. He
introduced the music of earlier composers such as Bach and Handel at his
concerts. He set up a theater in Düseldorf, was director of a concert hall
in Leipzig, organized some European music festivals and assisted in the
founding of a conservatory in Berlin in 1843.
Life brought Mendelssohn challenges when his father died in 1835,
followed later by the passing of both his mother and beloved sister Fanny.
Illness befell him later, causing him to slow his musical activities. He died of
a stroke in 1847. Robert Schumann described him as “the Mozart of the
19th century.” His compositions reflect the Romantic Era. An amazingly
prolific composer, his works span incidental music, oratorios, cantatas,
lieder, symphonies, concerti, orchestral overtures, chamber music, piano,
and organ compositions.
Mendelssohn’s String Quartet No. 4 in E minor, op. 44, no. 2, II.
Scherzo: Allegro di molto was composed in 1837 during his honeymoon
and was revised in 1839. It was part of a set of three string quartets that
he dedicated to the Crown Prince of Sweden. Those familiar with the
scherzo movement from his Midsummer Night’s Dream will recognize
his famous “elfin” style of writing in this second scherzo movement of
Concord Chamber Orchestra
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the string quartet. He does away, however, with the usual ternary form
in favor of a rondo form. He introduces interesting and striking contrasts
in melody against a pizzicato line in the cello part along with a shift in
polyphonic to homophonic texture before returning to the statement of
the opening rondo melody in a pianissimo dynamic. The overall effect is
quite lively and utterly charming.
*****
Pietro Mascagni (1863-1945) was born in Livorno,
Italy, the second son of Domenico and Emilia Mascagni.
He began his musical education under the tutelage of
Alfredo Soffredini. His first cantata, In Filanda (1882)
won first prize at a musical contest in Milan. Following
this achievement, he then enrolled in the Milan
Conservatory where he met Giacono Puccini. Even
though he left the conservatory without completing his
studies, he continued to compose and conduct.
As his reputation grew, he was appointed master of music and singing of
the new philharmonia of Cerignola. His most famous opera, Cavalleria
Rusticana was completed in 1889 and presented in Rome at the Teatro
Costanzi to great success. It was subsequently performed in Florence,
Turin, Bologna, Palermo, Milan, Genoa, Naples, Venice and Trieste. After
Gustav Mahler conducted the opera in Budapest and further touring in
Europe, Mascagni became an international success at the age of 26.
In 1940, at the 50th anniversary of his most loved opera, performances
took place all over Italy. Mascagni died five years later in Rome. The CCO
performs Intermezzo Sinfonico from this composition.

COPYRIGHT NOTES
Concord Chamber Orchestra gratefully acknowledges:
"Blue Tango" by Leroy Anderson arr. William Zinn
c.Woodbury Music Company LLC (ASCAP)
Used with permission www.leroyanderson.com
“Appalachian Waltz” by Mark Loreen O’Connor
c.Bluewater Music (BMI)
Used with permission www.bluewatermusic.com
"Musical Miniatures” images provided by Glessner House Museum,
William Tyre, Executive Director
Glessnerhouse.org
Rosenthal Archives, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Aurora Orchestra 3D miniatures
www.auroraorchestra.com

ENCORE SOCIETY
Concord has been performing since 1975 – over 45 years! – and we plan
to perform at least that many more. Your legacy gift ensures our future,
impacting generations of concertgoers and musicians well beyond your
lifetime. Naming Concord in your will, or as a beneficiary of your life
insurance, is a meaningful way to keep the music alive for years to come.
Loyal and generous Concord fans and musicians who choose to honor
Concord through planned gifts become members of Concord’s Encore
Society, with recognition (if desired) in concert programs and on our
website. We ask that you let us know of your gift so that we may thank
you, whether publicly or privately.
Visit our website at www.concordorchestra.org/encore-society for
details and a donor form. If you have questions, or if your attorney or
accountant needs our Tax Identification Number, please contact General
Manager Dana Robb at manager@concordorchestra.org or 414-750-4404.
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SPONSOR A MUSICIAN
The CCO is currently home to more than 60 volunteer musicians who fill
the positions of concertmaster, associate concertmaster, principals, and
section players. Plus, of course, our Music Director Jamin Hoffman. Each
is a passionate artist dedicated to making the most inspiring and moving
music for you. The following musicians' participation in the CCO has been
sponsored by the family and friends listed below their name. To add your
name, visit www.concordorchestra.org/sponsor-a-musician.
Brass

Strings

Woodwinds

Natalie Bakken
Bruce Bakken

Anne Dunlop
Doug Dunlop

Rita Mitchell
Dave Rasmussen

Gus Uttech
Tom Uttech

Sandra Hoffman
Anonymous

Music Director

Horn Section
Sandra Westbrook

Margo Kirchner
Patricia Appold
Julia Wainscott
Andrew & Patrick
Wainscott
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Jamin Hoffman
Dana Robb
Sandra Sandvoss
David Zalewski
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ABOUT THE ORCHESTRA

The Concord Chamber Orchestra gratefully acknowledges the support of the donors
who have made contributions to the CCO or the Walter A. & Dorothy J. Oestreich
Concerto Competition Scholarship Fund between July 1, 2019 and December 31, 2020.

Making Classical Music Accessible
The Concord Chamber Orchestra was founded in 1975 to provide volunteer
musicians the opportunity to create stimulating musical experiences for the
enjoyment and inspiration of Milwaukee-area audiences and, through our annual
concerto competition, to give promising young musicians a venue in which to
perform. Our membership consists of players from various professions and age
groups united by a love of music.

Concord Club ($1,000+)
Ann & Jay Hill
Jamin & Sandra Hoffman
Keith & Mary MacGaffey
Northwestern Mutual
Foundation
Michael & Judy Oestreich
John Parfrey
Joanne & Stephen Strommen
Gretchen Zirbel

Board of Directors
President..................................................................................................... Julie Ford
Vice President............................................................................................ Scott Pate
Secretary........................................................................................ Stephanie Traska
Interim Treasurer.........................................................................Stephen Strommen
Grant Writer..................................................................................... Rachel Orheim
Members-at-Large...........................................Veronica Thompson, Gretchen Zirbel
Music Director................................................................................... Jamin Hoffman
General Manager..................................................................................... Dana Robb

Walter A. & Dorothy J. Oestreich
Concerto Competition Scholarship Fund
In memory of his late wife, long-time CCO supporter Walter A. Oestreich
established the Dorothy J. Oestreich Concerto Competition Scholarship Fund
in 2000. Upon Walter’s death in 2014, the fund was renamed by the CCO to
honor him also. Income generated from this fund has provided scholarships to
the winners of the CCO’s annual Concerto Competition since its inception.
The competition is open to musicians (instrumentalists, pianists and vocalists)
who are residents of Wisconsin and/or attend a Wisconsin high school, college
or university, and who are aged 25 or younger. The deadline for applications
is December 1st of each year.
To make a tax-deductible gift to help ensure the future of this fund, or to submit
an application, visit www.concordorchestra.org or contact the CCO’s General
Manager, Dana Robb, at (414) 750-4404 or manager@concordorchestra.org.
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John Gleysteen &
Ann Marie Fisher
Karen & David Hamm
in memory of Rachel Finger
Doris Kresheck
John Krezoski
Jennifer MacGaffey
in honor of Keith and
Mary MacGaffey
David & Gail Nelson
in honor of John Parfrey
Paul
Noelke
Conductor ($500-$999)
Rachel Orheim
Bob Balderson
Dale & Barbara Pforr
Lisa & Eli Bliffert
Timothy Price
Direct Supply
Dave Rasmussen in memory
Rachel Finger
of June P. Rasmussen
Jay & Julie Ford
Dana
Robb
Gwenn Harmann
Elizabeth W. Ruhl
Tom & Mary Harmann
in honor of Margo Kirchner
Margo Kirchner &
Sandra Sandvoss
Sam Wisotzkey
Christine & Stephen Sponagle Randy & Peggy Schmidt
Robert & Sally Schwarz
Kent & Marna Tess-Mattner
Wimmer Brothers Realty, Inc. Peggy Sponagle
L. W. Staudenmaier
Glen Urban
Player ($100-$499)
Tom Uttech
Anonymous
Andrew & Patrick Wainscott
Ralph Bielenberg
Mackie & Sandra Westbrook
Russell Brooker
Nancy Williams
in honor of Ly Pham
Anne Wright &
Jake Christian &
Howard Berliant
David Connell
in honor of Jamin Hoffman
Shep Crumrine &
David
Zalewski
Mary Bednark
Lynn Zweidinger
Tom Dentici

Friend ($25-$99)
Jim & Pat Appold
Natalie & Bruce Bakken
Nancy Barda
Eileen Bodoh-Kalupa
Terri Carlson
Ann Derse
Connie Eberly
Nathan Frazer
Suzanne Fresley
Jo Ann Grill
Mike Hayward
Ruth Heimler
Susan Inbusch
David Johnson
Carole Kincaid
Michael Kowske
Michael Lagerman
Thomas Ollenburg
in honor of the orchestra
Bob & Susan Puhek
Harvian Raasch-Hooten in
honor of Kent Tess-Mattner
Alice Rapey
Paula Rauth in honor
of Marion Schweitzer's
99th birthday
Jovanka Ristic
Lee & Barbara Stock
Dawn Tessman
Deborah Tetzlaff
Deb & Jay Tews in honor of
Gwenn Harmann
Carl & Julia Wainscott
Daniel Wendt

Anne & Doug Dunlop
We make every effort to ensure that our donors are recognized properly. If we have made an error, please
accept our sincere apologies and contact us at (414) 750-4404 so that we may correct it.

Donate online at www.concordorchestra.org/donate
The Concord Chamber Orchestra is a 501(c)(3) non-profit charity.
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